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ABSTRACT: Given that at present, all the organizations maintain thousands different types of inventory, it is likely to lose 

the effective inventory management. Therefore, it is particularly important for all the organizations to establish the appropriate 

inventory control systems or to evaluate and improve the existing inventory control systems. Because on the one hand, the 

organization encounters the inventory-related costs, including Cost of Holding, Cost of Ordering, Cost of Shortage the 

increase of each one due to the lack of a suitable inventory control system will have negative effects on the profitability of the 

organization. On the other hand, since the number of inventory items is largely increasing due to the increase of the 

customers’ demands for different products, the organizations should have a quick and effective response to the customers’ 

demands to survive and maintain their competitive advantage. The establishment or improvement of an appropriate inventory 

control system can lead the organization in this path. Considering that today, the organizations save a large percentage of their 

total investment in the inventories, it has become of a special importance to all organizations to properly manage the inventory 

and establish a proper inventory control system.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

According to what was mentioned, all the organizations need an appropriate inventory control and planning system in order to 

effectively manage their resources and inventories. Therefore, in order to create a perfect inventory control system, various 

inventory items should be classified into the significant categories based on appropriate criteria and standards. Various models 

and methods have been so far presented to classify inventory among which, ABC analysis approach is one of the most 

common methods which is widely used for planning and inventory control (Kilgour & et al 2006). Inventory classification 

based on ABC analysis allows the organization to classify its inventory into the significant categories. Generally, the above 

approach has been formed based on the Pareto Principle which is also known as “20-80” law. Regarding the organizations’ 

inventory, this principle will be expressed as follows: In the manufacturing organizations, there are only a few inventories 

which mostly contribute to the cost of the annual consumption of the organization’s inventory system and there are only anew 

inventories which a little contribute to the dollar value of the annual consumption of the inventory system. Given that the 

primary purpose of the inventory classification based on this approach is to create appropriate control levels for each 

inventory category, this question will be raised that whether the inventory classification based on single criterion ABC analysis 

will be able to meet all the needs of the organization’s inventory control system. As a result, the organizations can apply proper 

control policies by identifying the most effective criteria in their inventory classification. This study has also tried to present 

proposed ABC model for the hostel mess stores, in order to evaluate the inventory control system of the studied in that. For 

this purpose, first, the criteria affecting the evaluation of the inventory control system, classification of inventory and the 

priority of each One of the criteria in the studied mess stores and the priority of each one of the criteria in each inventory 

category (A, B, C) have been identified and model will be proposed. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 ABC Analysis 

a) In 1987, an article was presented entitled “The application of multiple criteria ABC analysis” in which the results of the use 

of multiple criteria ABC analysis have been provided to classify the storage inventory. The studies conducted in this paper 

show that the managers can use both “cost criteria” and “non-cost criteria” in the classification of warehouse inventory and 

formulate specific policies by using different criteria to manage warehouse inventory. 

 

b) In 2008, an article was presented entitled “Particle Swarm Optimization “in order to classify the inventory in which an 

optimization approach is proposed regarding the inventory classification problems at the conditions when inventory items 

should be classified based on a target or multiple targets, such as minimizing annual consumption costs, maximizing the rate of 

inventory turnover. 

 

c) In 2007, an article was presented classification for multiple criteria ABC analysis”. In this paper a simple model is proposed 

for multiple criteria classification of the inventory. In fact, this model covers the criteria of all the criteria in a single criterion. 

The study conducted in this paper shows that by appropriate conversion of the scale model of different criteria of the 

inventory classification, the organizations can reachsome criteria of the inventory items without need for linear optimization. 

The model presented in this paper can be widely used by the organizations with minimum experience in the optimization. The 

criteria reviewed in this article include: the dollar value of the annual consumption, the average cost of each unit, and lead 

time. 

 

d) In 2006, an article was presented entitled “the inventory classification based on multi criteria ABC using weighted linear 

optimization. 

 

e) In 2010, an article was presented entitled “The use of techniques based on the artificial intelligence for multiple criteria ABC 

analysis” by” Maine-Chun-Yu”. In this paper, a study has been conducted to compare the classification techniques based on 

artificial intelligence and traditional classification techniques (MDA).(Yu Mc 2010) 

 

f) In 2010, an article was presented entitled “Fuzzy AHP-DEA approach for inventory classification based on multiple criteria 

ABC approach”. In this article, two approaches of Data envelopment Analysis and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process are 

combined for multiple criteria ABC classification of inventory.( Hadi-vencheh, A., and Mohammad Ghasemi,2010) 

 

g) In 2008, an article was presented entitled “The inventory control by combining ABC approach and fuzzy classification”. 

The purpose of this study is to provide a new approach on the inventory control called “ABC fuzzy classification”.( Liang, G. 

S. and Liao, C. T. 2008) 

 

h) In 2004, an article was presented entitled “multi criteria classification approach to manage the spare parts inventory”. In this 

article, the best strategy has been reviewed to manage inventory in each category (A, B, C) (Braglia & et al, 2004). 

 

f) According to Hill (2002), inventory is a significant asset in most organizations. Its effective management, therefore, is a key 

task within the auspices of operations. But controlling inventory is far from easy. It involves a complex set of decisions due to 

the many forms of inventory takes and functions it provides. In addition, inventories are the result of functional policies 

within an organization as well as the short and long term decisions in purchasing, operations and sales. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 ABC Analysis.  

The ABC inventory control technique is based on the principle that a small portion of the items may typically represent the 

bulk of total material usage of the total inventory in the construction process, while a relatively large number of items may 

from a small part of the money value of stores. The total material usage is ascertained by multiplying the quantity of material 

of each item by it s unit price. The items. 

“A” Category – 5% to 10% of the items represents 70% to 75% of the total material usage. 

“B” Category – 15% to 20% of the items represent 15% to 20% of the total material usage. 

“C” Category – The remaining number of the items represents 5% to 10% of the total material usage. The relative position 

of these items shows that items in category A should be under the maximum control, items of category B may not be given 

that much attention and item C may be under a loose control. 

 

2. EOQ analysis: The EOQ refers to the order size that will result in the lowest total of ordering and carrying costs for an 

item of inventory. If a firm place unnecessary orders it will incur unneeded order costs. If a firm places too few orders, it must 

maintain large stocks of goods and will have excessive carrying cost. 

 

3.2 Steps For The Classification Of Items: 

1. Find out the unit cost and and the usage of each material over a given period; 

2. Multiply the unit cost by the estimated annual usage to obtain the net value; 

3. List out all the items and arrange them in the descending value (Annual Value); 

4. Accumulate value and add up number of items and calculate percentage on total inventory in value and in number; 

5. Draw a curve of percentage items and percentage value; 

6. Mark off from the curve the rational limits of A, B and C categories. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Inventory management is essential to every company, having inventories. Companies need to have stock, but in such amount 

to avoid out-of-stock and overstock situations. Inventory management can improve company’s inventory control existing 

situation and decrease costs of the company. Agent system, in turn, proposes the automation of this process, it can support 

several forecasting methods and it reacts to changes in the environment.  

 

In this paper, the existing inventory management situation is analyzed, twofold improvement is proposed – to use inventory 

management with the aim to decrease company’s inventory level and holding costs by avoiding overstocks and to apply the 

agent system in order to automate the inventory management processes and to timely react to demand deviations from the 

forecasted demand by making corrections in replenishment policies.  

 

According to experiments, it can be concluded that timely reaction to changes in the environment can propose better results. 

This can be done by a human or decision support system comparing the forecasted demand with real and making corrections 

in orders, or this can be done by an agent as it is proposed here.  

 

The next step of the present research will be the application of achieved results of demand forecasts, safety stock and reorder 

points into simulation software in order to achieve more accurate results. 
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